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ABSTRACT 
Providing navigation assistance to people with visual impairments 
often requires augmenting the environment with after-market tech­
nology. However, installing navigation infrastructure in large envi­
ronments requires a critical mass of trained personnel. Recruiting, 
training and managing participants for such a task is difficult. 
LuzDeploy is a computational method to recruit, instruct and 
orchestrate volunteers to perform physical crowdsourcing tasks. We 
use LuzDeploy to orchestrate volunteers to install physical infras­
tructure for the navigation assistance of people with visual impair­
ments. Our system provides on-the-go enrollment so that volunteers 
can participate to the collective action whenever they have time, 
coming and leaving as needed. Providing automated instructions 
also allows to avoid instructing participants directly, so experts do 
not need to be available on-site. 
CCS Concepts 
•Information systems → Crowdsourcing; Location based ser­
vices; •Human-centered computing → Accessibility technolo­
gies; Activity centered design; •Social and professional topics → 
Systems development; People with disabilities; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For individuals with visual impairments, real world accessibility 
is a long-standing challenge [Jacobson 1998]. Sighted individuals 
can examine their surroundings in a long-range and grasp the layout 
of the environment with a glance, but blind pedestrians can usually 
sense only their immediate vicinity through haptic exploration (e.g., 
scanning the surroundings with their white cane). 
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GPS location-based services are commonly used to provide nav­
igation assistance to sighted travelers. However, these systems 
are only available outdoors [Kacorri et al. 2016, Ahmetovic et al. 
2016b], and even then, often they achieve a localization accuracy 
limited to tens of meters [Modsching et al. 2006]. This makes them 
incapable of providing navigation assistance to individuals with vi­
sual impairments. The dominant approaches for indoor and accurate 
navigation assistance for individuals with visual impairments often 
consist in augmenting the environment with after-market assistive 
infrastructure [Iwahashi 1983]. Among proposed approaches, an 
accurate and cost-effective solution is NavCog, described in [Ahme­
tovic et al. 2016a]. This approach proposes to install Bluetooth Low 
Energy (BLE) beacons in the environment and to use them to detect 
the location of a person carrying an off-the-shelf smartphone. The 
user’s location is then leveraged to provide navigation instructions 
and information about the user’s surroundings. 
Installing navigation infrastructure relies on expert personnel with 
prior training [Ishii et al. 2013]. However, recruiting a sufficient 
number of experts to simultaneously perform the installation of 
the infrastructure in large spaces is difficult since experts are rare 
and have limited time [Vaish et al. 2014]. Training new volunteers 
to assist in the installation can serve to increment the number of 
participants, but it takes time and effort. In addition, even when a 
sufficient number of experts is available, it is still difficult to organize 
a large group of participants to perform a collective action [Vaish 
et al. 2014]. 
We present LuzDeploy: a computational system that performs 
live orchestration of participants during physical crowdsourcing. 
LuzDeploy is designed with two key features in mind: 
1.	 It stimulates broad participation: LuzDeploy does not re­
quire proprietary devices or software. Instead, it performs 
all the activities, from the on-boarding, to the training and 
coordination of participants, through Facebook Messenger 
app installed on the user’s smartphone. This allows anyone 
who has a mobile phone with Facebook messenger installed 
to participate, without any prior training. 
2.	 It enables flexible volunteering: LuzDeploy fragments the 
collective action into simple tasks, easily performed by non-
experts in short time. The on-the-go task assignment is based 
on the availability of the participants. Thus, LuzDeploy per­
mits the volunteers to join and leave the collective action as 
needed. This allows volunteers with just a few minutes of free 
time to significantly impact the collective effort. 
2. LUZDEPLOY 
To provide mobility assistance with a bluetooth beacon-based 
navigation system such as NavCog, a number of complex and time-
critical activities must be performed [Ahmetovic et al. 2016a]. Typi­
cally, it is necessary to install the beacons in the environment, take 
measurements of the designated paths, collect Bluetooth signal sam­
ples across all the areas of the environment, and prepare the map 
data with the collected measurements and samples. During the exe­
cution of the system, it is also required to periodically verify that 
the beacons are working properly, replace depleted batteries and 
malfunctioning beacons. While these activities would ordinarily 
be performed by a small number of trained experts, our goal is to 
allow even non-experts to perform the system installation without 
requiring prior training. For this purpose we introduce LuzDe­
ploy, an end-to-end system that performs efficient orchestration of a 
large volunteer workforce for installing and maintaining a Bluetooth 
beacon-based navigation infrastructure for individuals with visual 
impairments. 
LuzDeploy has been designed with two core capabilities in mind: 
1) broad participation: LuzDeploy allows non-experts to signif­
icantly contribute during the system installation, and 2) flexible 
volunteering: LuzDeploy makes it easy to participate with even only 
a few minutes of spare time. 
The architecture of the LuzDeploy system revolves around 2 core 
components, shown in Figure 1: 
LuzDeploy Map is a remote web service, an extended ver­
sion of the NavCog map server, built as an overlay tool on top 
of the Google Maps GIS. It allows administrators to create 
maps of the environment by adding and positioning the venue 
floorplans on top of the world map. 
The administrators use this system to plan the installation 
of the system according to NavCog specifications [Ahme­
tovic et al. 2016a], and create tasks needed for installing 
the NavCog system. The tasks, extracted from LuzDeploy 
Map, are dispatched to the volunteers by the LuzDeploy Bot. 
The volunteers that receive the tasks are then guided using 
the LuzDeploy map to perform the desired tasks across the 
environment. 
LuzDeploy Bot is a Facebook messenger bot that performs 
the orchestration logic of the system. The main responsibility 
of this server is to handle the onboarding of new volunteers, 
assign tasks extracted from LuzDeploy Map, and track task 
duration. LuzDeploy Server communicates with volunteers 
through the Facebook Messenger Send API1, which allows 
sending and receiving both of text and rich interactive mes­
sages (e.g., with buttons or pictures). Through a NodeJS 
server, the bot connects the Facebook Messenger Send API 
to the database containing imported task and information on 
subscribed volunteers. 
The LuzDeploy Bot can define the composition of the work­
force on-the-go by dynamically assigning tasks to the avail­
able volunteers. This enables flexible volunteering, so that the 
volunteers can participate towards a collective goal according 
to their availability. Some volunteers may have to leave the 
collective action prematurely, while others may join after the 
deployment has already started. 
1https://developers.facebook.com/docs/messenger-platform/ 
send-api-reference 
Figure 1: LuzDeploy components: LuzDeploy Bot assigns tasks 
created on LuzDeploy Map to volunteers using Facebook Mes­
senger. LuzDeploy Map guides volunteers to perform tasks. 
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